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Section1. IS-0700-AS Installation
Step1

Step3

Power cable and switch
*Rating voltage : 220V/60HZ

Shower head water supply line inlet connection for
cleaning.

Step4

Step2

Water supply inlet hose connection

Drain valve and cap for which open the valve during cleaning.

Section1. IS-0700-AS Operation
Step1

Step3

<Mode>

<Drum Speed Control >

Press MODE button and
screen displays temperature of
each sensor

Press MODE and Press MOTER
Then press INC. or DEC. to
adjust drum speed.
Pressing INC. button increases
drum speed.
Pressing DEC. button
decreases drum speed.

Step2
<Milk / Water Selection>
Press MODE once again, and
can select Milk or Water by
pressing either INC. or DEC.
Button.
Once choosing Milk or Water
then press SELECT to confirm
your choice.
※ Before choosing Milk mode,
Milk should be put into Milk
Hopper.

Step4
<RUN/STOP>
Press RUN/STOP button and
drum begin running and create
snowflake in 60 seconds.
Press RUN/STOP button again
when stopping drum.

Section1. IS-0700-AS Operation
Step5

Step7

<WASH>

<PINCH VALVE ON>

Press WASH button for
cleaning.

VALVE press Milk Supply
Hose to stop draining Milk to
vessel sheet.

Only drum runs for 60minutes
to allow to clean the machine
by using shower and cleaning
materials.
Press WASH button again to
stop it.

Step6
<PINCH VALVE OFF >
In Milk MODE, VALVE releases
Milk Supply Hose and make the
hose drain Milk to vessel sheet.

Step8
<FULL>
FULL light turns on when
snowflake is full of bin.
The light works only when a
sensor in the bin notices full
amount of snowflake.
The machine stops running
when FULL light is on.
The machine begins to rerun
automatically after taking
snowflake out of the bin and
press RUN button.

Section1. IS-0700-AS Operation – Trouble shooting
Step9
<MIX-LOW>
Yellow light of MIX-LOW turns
on when mix is not enough in
hopper.
Fill mix in Milk hopper.
Alert goes off for 1 second in
every 5 seconds when MIXLOW light is on.

Step10
<ERROR >
ERROR light(RED) turns on
when water or mix(Milk) is
not in vessel sheet(Freezing
stop)
ERROR light turns on when
sensor error or high pressure
error takes place.

Section1. IS-0700-AS Cleaning & Dismantling
Step1
Vessel sheet disassembly
Vessel sheet comes out when
suppress each wire (circled in
red) by each hand and pull it
forward

Step2
Drain remaining mix out to a
clean container and keep it
refrigerator.

Step5
Blade dismantling by releasing
bolt※ Be cautious not to get
cut when disassemble the
knife blade.

Step6

Remove silicon hose(milk or mix
supply) and silicon elbow
(VALVE should be off when
disassemble the hose)

Step7
Step3
Pour clean water into hopper
and wash hopper and
snowflake container 2~3 times
and clean up milk or mix
residue

Step4
Prepare a basket or container
to contain drain water and pull
out drain valve cap.

Remove one touch
fitting(water supply).

Step8
Take out drain sheet for
cleaning

Step9
Take off gasket door packing
for cleaning

Section1. IS-0700-AS Cleaning
Step1

Step2

< Parts to wash by sanitizer>

Gasket Door Packing

< Wash by antibiotics>

One Touch Fitting

Silicon Elbow

(water supply)

(Milk or mix supply fitting)

Silicon Hose

Cap Foot

(Milk or mix supply)

(drain valve open or close)

Hopper Lid

Knife Blade & Bolt Hex

Vessel Sheet

BIN Lid

<Parts and Packing Cleaning>
Dissolve sanitizer in warm water(30~40℃) and clean the parts.
Remove water and dry them in natural drying.
*Please don’t use hot water(over 60℃) in cleaning otherwise hot water is
harmful to silicon material sealing and packings because heat of water change
their size or distort their shape

Prepare a clean basket or container
Dissolve antibiotic in clean water in room
temperature and leave the parts under water for 1
minute.
Take them out of water and dry them in natural
drying after removal of water .

Section1. IS-0700-AS Cleaning & Assembly
Step3
Please clean the machine
with clean water.

Step6
Use a cleaning brush to
clean the hole of the
hopper and the mix supply
area (hole).

Step4
Clean the eva. drum and
the inside the hopper.

Step5

Use detergent to clean the
hopper, eva. drum and the
bin.

Step7
Use a cleaning brush to
clean the drain hose (hole)
too.

Step8
Please reassemble all the components (washed
blade, rubber packings) in the reverse order.
Please make sure to insert the ‘drain plug’ too!
※ Use gauge when reassembling the knife blade

Section1. IS-0700-AS Cleaning & Sanitization
Step1
Please dilute the sanitizer with
water after finishing assembling.

Step4
Press the ‘WASH’ button to
operate the eva. drum, so the
sanitizer can flow through the
drum too.
(Operate it for a minute.)

Step2
Before pouring the diluted
sanitizer, press the ‘VALVE’
button to check if the pinch
valve is off (Pinch-OFF). Pour
the sanitizer into the hopper
after.

Step5
Please take out the vessel weld.
assy.

(Wait for a minute after
pouring the diluted sanitizer.)

Step3
After a minute, please press
the ‘VALVE’ button again to
open the pinch valve with the
supply joint and the hose.
(Pinch-ON)

Step6
Remove the ‘drain plug’ and
pour clean water into the hopper.
Use the shower head to wash the
hopper, drum and the inside of
the bin.

Section1. IS-0700-AS Cleaning & Sanitization
Step7
Reassemble the vessel weld. assy.

Step8
Please spray sanitizer+water
onto the inside and outside the
machine including edges. Please
leave it to be dry.
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Section 2. IS-0700-AS SPECIFICATION AND STRUCTURE
1. Specification
■ Snowflake Ice Machine Specification
Item

Unit

Voltage

V

Amp.

A(W)

Dimension

W*D*H
(mm)

Weight
Installation
circumstance

After Packaging

kg

178

Ambient Temp.

℃

2 ~ 43℃(Operation ambient temp.: 10~38℃)/ Indoor

Water Temp.

℃

2 ~ 32℃ (operation water temp.:10~32℃)

-

Production Capacity
Ambient/Water10℃

Water

Milk

Milk

rpm, mm

Setting Time/Temp.

℃

Temp. control (under
Ambient temp. /W:ater
temp. 10~32℃)

℃

Bin Capacity

Water, Milk
Knife Blade clearance and drum speed: 0.5mm and 1200rpm
Knife Blade clearance and drum speed: 0.7(0.8)mm and 750rpm
314 ± 10%

kg/24Hr
sec/hr

DOOR

Before Packaging : 520(525)(W)*740(D)*1,405(H)
After Packaging : 625(W)*840(D)*1,560(H)
152

Water

Button & Display

9.2A (1,980W)

kg

Setting for Ice
Making

Remarks

AC 220V±10% / 60Hz

Before Packaging

Products

Refrigeration Temp.
(Mix:Water=1:1)

Contents

460 ± 10%
EVA. Drum: 15 seconds /hr Comp.
BIN: -3℃(OFF) ~ 0℃(ON)
HOPPER: 4℃(OFF) ~ 7℃(ON)
Mix in vessel sheet : 0 ~ 10℃ (Mix:Water=1:1)
Mix in HOPPER : 4 ~ 8℃
53ℓ under drum

ℓ
8 buttons

(INC,DEC,SELECT,VALVE,

Button

-

Display

-

LED lamp & LCD display pannel

Material

-

STS304, Clear PC window

MODE,MOTOR,RUN/STOP,WASH)

Factory default:
W->1200rpm,
Milk->630rpm,

Section 2. IS-0700-AS SPECIFICATION AND STRUCTURE
Item
Freezer and
Refrigeration

Compressor

Condenser
Fan & Motor

Drum

Unit

Contents

Remarks

Comp.

-

Drum: 1Comp, Hopper+Bin: 1Comp

Cooling

-

Air (FAN)

Drum(Freezer)

-

Rating Voltage

V

FH2480Z(F)/DECUMSEH

AW2464ZK-65C-A2/KULT
220V/60Hz

1,621W
(Eva.:-25,Con:50℃)

Power

W

Refrigerant

g

Bin(Refrigeration)

-

MSA170H-L1B (SS)/ 256W

Rating Voltage

V

220V/60Hz 1Ph RCSR

Refrigerant

g

R134a/ 170g

Spec.

-

PIN TUBE (Φ9.52 Copper)

Spec. & Torque

-

Φ300(Fan), 1500rpm

Rating Voltage

㎜

220V/60Hz, 2.0uF

Motor

-

Rating Voltage

-

Speed Control

-

R404A/ 1,300g

2,322W
R404A/ 1,000g

K9IP60FC-SU(60W), T/P 130℃ Ratio: 1/15
220V/60Hz

Touch method on display (500 ~ 130

Section 2. IS-0700-AS SPECIFICATION AND STRUCTURE (PARTS)
2. Appearance & parts name

Section 2. IS-0700-AS SPECIFICATION AND STRUCTURE (PARTS)
3. Drum Unit
MIX SUPPLY JOINT
(JOINT HOSE)

PINCH SOL.
VALVE

SI-HOSE

ONE TOUCH
FITTING (WATER
STS MALE
ADAPTOR
(WATER

SILICON ELBOW

EVA OUT
(REFRIGERA
NT)

EVA DRUM
THERMISTO

EVA IN
(REFRIGERA
NT)

KNIFE BLADE

GEAR HEAD
(RATIO 18:1/15:1))

DRUM
MOTOR
(60W)

BOLT HEX
CHAIN
VESSEL
DRUM
SPROCKET 10T

SUPPORT

CHAIN LINK

VESSEL
VESSEL
WELD. ASSY

VESSEL SENSOR
(LOW WATER
LEVEL)
VESSEL SENSOR
(HIGH WATER LEVEL)

DRUM
SPROCKET 40T

SENSOR PULL
BRACKET
(SENSOR
CONNECTING
AREA)

Section 2. IS-0700-AS SPECIFICATION AND STRUCTURE (PARTS)
4. Condensing Unit
Condenser ass’y

Filter dryer
(for Hopper & Bin)

High Press. S/W
(On:2.45MPa,Off:2.94MPa)
Outlet(for Hopper
& Bin)

Compressor
(for Drum)

Inlet(for Hopper &
Bin)

Fan(Φ300)

Fan cover

Motor
(230V 50hz)

Inlet(for Drum)
Filter dryer
(for Drum)

Sol. Valve ass’y
(for Hopper)

Sol. Valve ass’y
(for Bin)

Compressor
(for Hopper & Bin)

Outlet(for Drum)

Section 2. IS-0700-AS SPECIFICATION AND STRUCTURE (PARTS)
5. Pinch Valve & LED Lamp
LED Lamp

Bracket LED Lamp

Cap silicon

Silicon elbow
Bridge diode ass’y

Pinch body
Joint hose

Pinch valve ass’y
(220/230V, 60/50Hz)

Cap body

Silicon hose

Wing Bolt

Pinch valve ass’y Drawing
Silicon sealant

Section 2. IS-0700-AS SPECIFICATION AND STRUCTURE (PARTS)
6. Display board & Control PCB
Foam PE

LCD set PCB

Front up panel

MAGNET
(2a1b,50/60,220V,25A)

MAIN PCB
(85V~260V,50/60Hz)

PCB Case
Button display

PCB-Case cover
Buzzer

Control box ass’y

Main S/W

Section 2. IS-0700-AS SPECIFICATION AND STRUCTURE (PARTS)
7. CONTROL PCB STRUCTURE

LED Lamp

Hopper
Sensor

Vessel
Sensor

Full
Sensor

Bin
Sensor
Hopper
Sensor

Touch key pad

LCD
Display

High
Pressure S/W

Drum
Motor

Freeze Comp.

Buzzer
AC
Power in

Water
Valve

Bin
Valve

Hopper
Valve

Power
Switch

Pinch
Valve

Fan
Motor

Refrigerated Comp.

Section 2. IS-0700-AS SPECIFICATION AND STRUCTURE (PARTS)
8. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

Section 3. Trouble Shooting

Section 3. IS-0700-AS Trouble Shooting
1. Eva. Drum rotation problem or stop or noise
(1) Problem of Drum rotation ①If Chain is too loose or tight , release bolt on motor shaft and adjust chain clearance
or Noise in Chain

②Adjust for Motor sprocket and Drum sprocket to be parallel
③Put grease on Chain
④If chain loose or abrasiveness after long term use (over 1 year) happens, replace chain
Adjust chain tension that can be pressed 1cm

Motor fix Bolt

(2) Motor doesn’t work

①Check whether power is loaded on Motor ass’y.(AC 220V) => replace Main PCB if power is not loaded
② Motor doesn’t work even if power is loaded normally => replace Motor ass’y

(3) Abnormal noise during Eva. Drum rotation

①Check if knife blade or sensor or vessel sheet interferes with Drum
②If noise comes from Drum inside, replace Drum ass’y

Section 3. IS-0700-AS Trouble Shooting
2. Mix (hopper) supply problem
(1) Pinch valve doesn’t work  ①Please check if the machine detects power normally and if it doesn’t, please exchange ) the main PCB.
(Sensors work normally)

② If the machine doesn’t work, even though it detects the power normally, please exchange the pinch valve.
(※Caution : If there is mix or ice detected around the vessel sensors, the machine does not work, in spite of
pressing the button ‘VALVE’, so please make sure to empty the mix left over in the vessel weld. assy.

(2) Pinch valve doesn’t work  ①If vessel sensors detect left over mix or ice, there could be a trouble in supplying mix or water.
(Sensors detection malfunction)

Please clean the vessel weld. assy periodically.

Vessel sensors
Leftover mix/ice
Vessel weld. assy
②If the ‘sensor pull bracket’ becomes insulated by water droplets, please wipe it out and seal it
fully with silicon.

(3) Pinch valve works normally  ①Please turn on the ‘VALVE’ button at the front. Take out the ‘MIX SUPPLY JOINT’ and the hose to clean
but no mix/water comes out
through the water supply hose.

the inside, if is clogged, and reassemble them.
②Please make sure if the ‘MIX SUPPLY JOINT’ and the hose are assembled appropriately with the pinch
valve. If not, please adjust them.
③If the mix or water freeze in the hopper, ice can be formed and it can block the hose.
Please add 2~3°C to the present hopper temperature.

Disassembling the joint/hose

Assembling the hose

Section 3. IS-0700-AS Trouble Shooting
3. No ice is formed on the Eva. Drum (other functions are normal).
(1) If the compressor doesn’t work  ①When comp doesn’t permit power : In case the main PCB doesn’t permit power,
please exchange the PCB.
② Please check if OLP, Relay, S-Capacitor, R-Capacitor (comp. accessories) operate normally.
③ Please check if the compressor works normally and exchange it if it doesn’t.
(2) Refrigerant leak

 ①Copper pipes : Please find the gas leak area and do welding. Vacuum the pipes and check whether there
is gas leak and finish the vacuuming. Please put in refrigerant after.
ⓐ R404a,

FH2480Z(F)/DECUMSEH : 1,300g

ⓑ R404a,

AW2495ZK 65C-A2/KULTHORN : 1,000g

②Eva. drum ass’y : Lose the screws on the left and the right side of the ‘Eva. Drum total ass’y’ and
remove all the harness to separate it from the machine. Please exchange the ‘Eva. Drum ass’y’.

Gas leakage check point

(3) Capillary tubes(pipes) are clogged.

 Please clear the clogged area and vacuum the pipes. Check whether there is gas leakage or
not and finish the vacuuming. Please put in refrigerant after. (Refer to the 3)-(2)section.)

(4) Ice is formed only on the half of the eva. drum  Lose the screws on the left and the right side of the ‘Eva. Drum total ass’y’ and
remove all the harness to separate it from the machine.
Please exchange the ‘Eva. Drum ass’y’.

Section 3. IS-0700-AS Trouble Shooting
4. Hopper or Bin is not refrigerated.
(1) If the compressor doesn’t work  ①When comp doesn’t permit power : In case the main PCB doesn’t permit power,
please exchange the PCB.
② Please check if OLP, Relay, S-Capacitor, R-Capacitor (comp. accessories) operate normally.
③ Please check if the compressor works normally and exchange it if it doesn’t.
(2) Refrigerant leak

 ①Copper pipes : Please find the gas leak area and do welding. Vacuum the pipes and check whether
there is gas leak and finish the vacuuming. Please put in refrigerant after. (R134a

(3) Capillary tubes(pipes) are clogged.

170g)

 Please clear the clogged area and vacuum the pipes. Check whether there is gas leakage or
not and finish the vacuuming. Please put in refrigerant after. (R134a

170g)

5. Hopper or Bin is not refrigerated enough.
(1) Can’t control mix or inside temperature  ①Please check the condition of the thermistors located at the bottom of hopper/bin.
②Please check if the Sol. Valves work normally and exchange them if they don’t.
③Please exchange the thermistors or main PCB.
Sol. Valve ass’y
(for Hopper)
Sol. Valve ass’y
(for Bin)
(2) When mix or inside area is frozen  ①If the mix is frozen in the hopper, please add 2 ~ 3℃ to the present hopper temperature.
(When the temperature is too high, decrease about 2~3℃ from the temperature. -> Please
refer to the user manual.)

Thank you

